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TO:

Eileen Donoghue, City Manager

FROM:

Christine Clancy, P.E., DPW Commissioner

DATE:

September 28, 2021

RE:

C. Rourke – Request City Manager And DPW Provide A Report Regarding The
Filling of Potholes, Repaving, and Possible Reconfigurations of Vivier Way
Leading Up To McNamara And Leblanc Playing Fields

Vivier Way is a 1000 linear foot gravel and partially paved way off of W. Meadow Road that leads
to the McNamara and Leblanc playing fields. The existing conditions of the pavement are
deteriorated with many potholes. The entrance off of W. Meadow Road is at an oddly angled
configuration and GPS apps such as Waze or Google do not adequately direct vehicles to the
correct entrance. A newer entrance off of Gumpus Road, as shown in Figure 1 below is a potential
improved entrance.

Figure 1: Existing and Proposed Entrances to Vivier Way
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The Department of Public Works (DPW) will further evaluate reconfiguring Vivier Way as
shown in Figure 1. Given the proximity to the wetlands, this project would have to be submitted
in an Notice of Intent filing with the Lowell Conservation Commission. The adjacent wetlands
need to be delineated by a licensed survey. The DPW/Engineering Department will begin this
fall with wetland delineation and anticipates designing this project this winter so that
construction could potentially completed in spring 2022. Minor grading and paving just at the
entrance can likely be completed internally by DPW staff. Installation of any new stormwater
infrastructure would be recommended to be completed by an outside contractor.
Paving of the entire stretch of Vivier Way is estimated to cost approximately $40,000. This
would have to be a future capital request. The area near the proposed new entrance is actually the
section of roadway that is in the worst condition compared to the rest of Vivier Way. This could
partially be improved when installing the new entrance. Another restoration consideration along
other areas of Vivier Way is installation of recycled pavement millings that are removed from
streets of future paving projects (year 2022). The City recently installed pavement millings in the
Cawley Stadium parking lot to temporarily improve the parking lot conditions. DPW repaired
potholes several times this summer and as recently as the last week of August 2021. DPW will
continue to repair potholes as needed in the interim.

Figure 2: Patched potholes on Vivier Way
Cc: Ting Chang, City Engineer; Shannon Cohan, Superintedent of Parks & Cemeteries DPW

